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To become an exemplary university o 
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scholarly on of choice for both 

ýý ý" ýý 
of excellence in teaching, research and 
scholarship 

Iii i ý`ý`f(ýjº`I 
To generate, disseminate and apply 
knowledge strategically and innovatively to 
enhance the quality of the nation's culture 
and prosperity o its people. 

I1 ýý 
The overall theme reflects the university's 
commitment to knowledge and excellence. 

, symbol of growth and knowledge, 
stands also for the natural resources of Sarawak 
and Malaysia, their diverse ethnic groups and 
cultures. The clasped hand- symbolise unity and 
diversity, concern for the environment and 
society, as well as the exploitation and 
optimisation of new and useful knowledge in 
development. Together, the hands and the tree 
form the letter S for Sarawak. The colours blue 

technology, while golden yellow reflects quality 

and excellence in both human resources 
development and services. , 
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It is UNIMAS's " to become " exemplary university " internationally "" e""-" 

"-""" scholarly """-""" students "" academics . '+ the 
pursuit " excellence teaching, research "" scholarship. heartening to witness 
the abundance " success " we "- achieved "" public learning institution over the 
period "twenty years since " establishment. We "- developed tremendously both in 
the " -" " academics, teaching, learning "" research "" it is my beliefs " together we 
will "- to rise to even greater heights " service, distinction "" scholarship. 

" gratitude ""- to all UNIMAS " members, students "" alumni who "- V. 

" -" to this plethora " success. "" ""- possible for us to realize our motto: 
Contemporary "" Forward Looking. We """ "- " -"" """ higher. The sky is 
our limit " let's ensure the " of UNIMAS continues to shine across the global community, 
beyond borders, serving "" catering to academic needs the hopes " defining " 

future. 
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"- -""""""-" "" -" -" """ _" "_- 
projects planned " enhancing " state-of-the-art facilities " campus only "/"" 

benefits to all UNIMAS community. 
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.. Thefirst office UNIMAS was offxWly established in 
Damansara 

bungalow, town centre in Kuala Lumpur. Soon after, an old 

tempormy campus in Kota Samarahan was completed. In 
ý].. liT .. i 

&' 
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registered in the two pioneering faculties, the Faculty of 
Social Sciences and the Faculty of Resource Sciences and 

and Creatisv Arts, the Faculty of Cognitive Scie"ces and 
/ 

and the Fdcuky of Medicine and Health Sciences. 1" 1997 

the University witnessed the convocation of its first batch of 

Sraduates. 
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